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If today the general response of the musical public is to regard Chopin's music as easy
listening, this was not always the case. In 1841 the critic of London's Musical World
wrote off his entire output so far as presenting 'a motley surface of ranting hyperbole and
excruciating cacophony'. If this diatribe was particularly provoked by the B flat minor
Sonata, completed two years earlier, the critic was not alone: Mendelssohn could make
nothing of the finale, while Schumann opined that in this sonata Chopin 'bound together
four of his maddest children'. As for the young Saint-Saëns a few years later, he was
forbidden by his piano teacher Stamaty from going to any of Chopin's concerts or even,
as the boy very much wanted, to play for Chopin and ask his advice.
The four-bar introduction prophesies the storms ahead. At the end of bar 2 the listener
says 'Ah, we're in C# minor' - but no, a wrenching dissonance immediately launches us
into B flat minor and a discourse filled with abrupt, staccato rhythms and markings such
as 'agitato', 'stretto' and 'appassionato'. The second movement, entitled 'Scherzo', is a
grim kind of joke. Its powerful drive, riven with counter rhythms of 2 against 3
(technically, hemiolas), is hard to square with the effete drawing-room dandy of legend:
rather, one begins to understand what George Sand saw in him. The movement ends in
a repeat of the calm 'nocturne' of the central section, as though an electrical charge has
been withdrawn - a uniquely eerie effect, as far removed as possible from either
hyperbole or cacophony.
Any listener aware of the normal structure of sonatas might well take this passage of calm
as preparation for a tranquil slow movement. The Funeral March that follows, which
Chopin had composed in 1837, is certainly slow, but hardly tranquil as that word is
generally understood. But at least its regular rhythms and phrase lengths give us a sense
of ritual, and to that extent of a relaxation from what has gone before, while the legato
central section puts on the garb of a nocturne, echoing that of the scherzo and the second
theme of the first movement. This separated apportioning of slow movement materials is
a marvellous example of Chopin's structural intelligence. And then... the final Presto
bursts upon us, reminding Anton Rubinstein of 'night winds sweeping over church-yard
graves'.
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Chopin's third and last piano sonata is less extravagant in many ways than his second but,
as Alan Walker has remarked, its key of B minor was unusual, no sonatas in that key
having been composed by Mozart, Beethoven or Schubert. Liszt admired it to the point
of copying it out in manuscript and it's hard not to think it might have influenced his own
B minor sonata, completed in 1853. Walker elsewhere notes four of the many 'hidden
meanings' attributed to it: as a portrait of the Faust legend, a work of autobiography, a text
setting the divine against the diabolical, an allegory of the Garden of Eden and, in an
opposite reading, a piece with no meaning beyond itself.
There is, of course, no way of proving any of these, even if they all have their attractions.
Altogether provable is Liszt's astonishing ability to create a structure that obeys the diktats
of sonata form (introduction, exposition, development, recapitulation, coda) while giving
the impression of a work lasting some 30 minutes that constantly develops and never
entirely settles until the final bars. We must add to this themes of a quality and
memorability that any composer would be proud of.
Two examples must suffice of Liszt's structural ingenuity over such a long span. After
seven quietly enigmatic bars, the Allegro energico launches the exposition. But not only
is its theme memorable, it has all the lineaments of a subject for a fugue (its swooping
diminished 7ths may remind us of Bach's Musical Offering). However, Liszt keeps us
waiting for the happy realization of these fugal possibilities until the second half of the
development section, long after it has scattered bits of its material in all sorts of
combinations and registers. The second example comes from the opening and closing
bars. Both, surprisingly in this overall heroic work, are quiet, and both apparently share
the simplicity of descending scales. But within that simplicity there is complexity. The two
opening scales not only differ from standard majors and minors, but from each other: the
music seems to be searching for a definitive answer. The two final scales, on the other
hand, agree in echoing the first scale of the work, giving the whole sonata closure - well,
not quite: the work ends with two chords of F major and then B major, outlining the
tritone, the medieval 'diabolus in musica' that has been an important feature of the sonata.
The diabolical contrasting with the divine ?
4
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Saint-Saëns the arranger
Given the 'romantic' nature of these two sonatas, Saint-Saëns could have been forgiven
for producing two-piano versions that treated the originals as bases for his own
imaginings. In fact, as far as a fourth party can judge, he has been scrupulous in respecting
the composers' intentions. Wherever either piano is playing on its own, it plays the
original text. Beyond that, of course, are the host of more complex textures where
Saint-Saëns has felt free to add notes for extra emphasis. For example, at bar 105 in the
Liszt sonata (track 5 at 3.10) solo pianists have always had trouble balancing the tune,
mainly in the little finger of the right hand, against the ff six-part chords below it: adding
octaves to the tune on one piano and giving the chords to the other does no more than
any orchestrator would. Elsewhere, a further orchestral practice obtains where a melodic
phrase is encumbered with surrounding patterns: here one pianist can use his pedalling
to articulate the tune while the other uses his for the patterns, on the familiar lines of
strings v woodwind, or vice versa. Perhaps the most satisfying admixture of colour comes
in the Chopin Funeral March, where extra low octaves in the bass boom like the beating
of a bass drum. But throughout, the relative, new-found simplicity of each piano part
allows performers to phrase more subtly. No doubt Liszt had these points in mind when
he considered making such a transcription of his sonata, alas never realized. But he
greatly admired Saint-Saëns as both composer and pianist, and one cannot but imagine
he would have approved his fine arrangement.
© 2020 Roger Nichols
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As students of the late Yonty Solomon at the Royal College of Music, Simon Callaghan
and Hiroaki Takenouchi met in 2003 and have since had a thriving duo partnership,
giving concerts throughout the UK, Europe and Japan.
During that time, they have developed a wide-ranging and extensive repertoire and their
engagements have included gala performances with principals from the English National
Opera and a number of significant recordings. Their two volumes of Delius’s orchestral
works in arrangements for two pianos (mostly world premiere recordings, to coincide
with the composer’s anniversary year) on the SOMM label were warmly received,
International Record Review (June 2012) describing their playing as “sparkling and
sincere” and BBC Music Magazine (July 2012) saying: “Simon Callaghan and Hiroaki
Takenouchi … play with such love, panache, and exact synchronisation”.
As well as playing all the mainstream works for both piano four hands and two pianos,
the Parnassius Piano Duo are particularly keen advocates of lesser-known repertoire.
Recent recital programmes have included works by Medtner and Sterndale Bennett, and
their latest disc (released in February 2019 on the Lyrita label) presents world premiere
recordings of two works by Percy Sherwood alongside Parry’s ‘Grosses Duo’ for two
pianos. Their own arrangement for two pianos of Rachmaninov’s second symphony was
premiered in London in 2017, and will feature, along with Saint-Saëns’s arrangements
of piano sonatas by Chopin and Liszt, on two upcoming recordings for Lyrita.
Simon and Hiroaki also have a busy international calendar of solo and chamber music
engagements.
Simon has made two recordings for Hyperion’s lauded series The Romantic Piano
Concerto, the first (Roger Sacheverell Coke’s Concertos with the BBC Scottish Symphony
Orchestra and Martyn Brabbins in 2017) reaching no. 2 in the specialist classical charts.
His first solo disc for Hyperion, world premiere recordings of works by Jean Louis
Nicodé, was released in May 2019 to critical acclaim, with Gramophone Magazine
praising his “superb artistry”.
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Hiroaki’s premiere recording of Piano Concertos by Georgy Catoire and Percy Sherwood
with the Royal Scottish National Orchestra and Martin Yates (on Dutton) forms part of
an eclectic discography including works by Haydn, Sterndale Bennett, Schumann and a
number of contemporary composers. Hiroaki is also editor of the published scores of the
two-piano works by Percy Sherwood (recorded by Parnassius Duo), now available from
Nimbus Music Publishing.
Simon and Hiroaki also put great value on teaching, Simon being Head of Piano at the
Ingenium Academy while Hiroaki teaches at the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland.
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Piano Duo & Duet - Volume Two
Martin Jones & Adrian Farmer

Piano Duo & Duet - Volume One
Martin Jones & Adrian Farmer

Marche interalliée Op. 155
Caprice arabe Op. 96
Danse macabre Op. 40
Trois Rhapsodies Op. 7
Caprice héroïque Op. 106
Wedding Cake, Caprice-valse Op. 76
Beethoven VariationsOp. 35

Tarantelle Op.6
Duettino in G major Op.11
Le Rouet d’Omphale Op.31
König Harald Harfagar Op.59
Septet Op.65 Menuet & Gavotte
Polonaise Op.77
Feuillet d’album Op.81
Berceuse Op.105
Scherzo Op.87
Pas redoublé en si bémol majeur Op.86
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